
 

Students look at dragons from Eastern and Western cultures in the Mu-
seum’s galleries and discover the imaginary creature’s role in art. Guided 
by gallery inspiration, students manipulate clay to create a three-
dimensional dragon. 
 

· Define a dragon as an imaginary creature in Eastern and Western  
cultures that is composed of various animal features. 

· Demonstrate three-dimensional construction techniques as they ap-
ply to clay. 

· Create a three-dimensional clay dragon that indicates surface texture 
and includes embellishments with papers and wire. 
 

  
A variety of two and three-dimensional dragons from Eastern and 
Western cultures will be viewed  throughout the Museum. 
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· Elaborate on an imaginative 
idea (Cr1.13a) 

· Use observation and investigation in 
preparation for making a work of 
art (VA:Cr1.2.1a)  

· Create artwork using a variety of pro-
cesses and materials (VA:Cr2.1.3a)  

· Adding details in an artwork to enhance 
visual meaning (VA:Cr3.1.3a) 

· Explain where different cultures record 
stories  through art (VA:Pr6.1.3a)  

· Identify and analyze cultural associa-
tions suggested by visual imagery 
(VA:Re.7.7.5a) 

· People from different places have made 
art for a variety of reasons 
(VA:Cn11.1.1a) 

______________________________



 

· Read the story of “Saint George and the Dragon” or  “East Dragon, 
West Dragon” by Robyn Eversole and Scott Campbell. 

· Review vocabulary/concepts list. 

A mythical creature 
              Eastern Dragon  Good-natured, wise,  
              benevolent creatures who lived in all forms     
 of nature and were deeply respected in  
 Eastern culture  
  Western Dragon  An threatening creature that 
 appears in legends where good conquers evil 

A three-dimensional work of art 
Having or appearing to have height, 

width and depth 
Having or appearing to have height 

and width 
An element of art that refers to how  

something feels on the surface
Something that is not real

 

· 
· 
· 

 
· Use a world map to locate various Eastern and Western countries that 

will be referred to in the workshop when discussing the origins of the 
dragon. Some suggestions include: China, Japan, Germany, France  
and Italy. 

· After your visit, have students write a short story describing their  
dragon and telling of the dragon’s adventures. 

· Ask students to identify which characteristics of their dragons are simi-
lar to Eastern or Western dragons, and give them an opportunity ex-
plain their choices. 


